Abstract. Measurements are made of the velocity distributions of He+, Ne+ and Ar' ions drifting in their respective parent gas under the action of a uniform electric field at room temperature (297-300 K). Considerable improvements have been implemented in the present apparatus in comparison with older systems. The drift tube is greatly enlarged and its pressure accurately controlled by a regulating servo-valve. A new ion optical system coupled with a wider quadrupole analyser head ensures a high collection efficiency of ions transmitted through the retarding potential grids. A novel in-drift obstacle and a 90" off-axis detector effectively suppress interference from uv photons and metastable species. Experimental results for E / N ranging from 60 to 320 Td are compared with both the Wannier equation for the RMS ion velocity and the corresponding Maxwellian distribution. The typical experimental curve is found to possess only a single maximum with its peak displaced towards the low velocity end and an enhanced high velocity tail in comparison with the Maxwellian.
Introduction
Information on the velocity distribution of ions drifting in gases under the action of an electric field has been of considerable interest in studies in ion gas-phase chemistry, transport phenomena, electrical gaseous discharges and basic ion-molecule interaction forces (Albritton 1979) . Since for the two-body reaction the reaction rate k is related to the velocity-dependent cross section a ( l v i -VI) by the equation (Light et a1 1969) k ( E / N , T ) = I U , 1 Iui-vV(u,,T, 
E/N)F(V, T )~( I~i -V I ) d~i d V (1)
V where suffix i refers to ionic quantities, a knowledge of the ion velocity distribution is essential to unfold'the cross section data from the large bulk of data on ion-neutral reaction rates obtained in ion swarm situations such as in the static or flow drift tube experiments (McFarland et a1 1973, Kaneko 1979 , Jones et a1 1981 .
The long-standing Wannier (1951 Wannier ( , 1953 equation for the mean ion energy where fii and vd are respectively the ion RMS and drift velocities in the laboratory frame of reference, now appears to be firmly established over a wide drift field range extending into the region where the drift component of the ion energy greatly exceeds the thermal component. Originally, equation (2) was based only on a hard sphere repulsion and an induced-dipole polarisation attraction which is characterised by a constant mean free time between collisions. In recent years, a sudden spurt of numerical approaches, notably the Monte-Carlo simulation methods (Skullerud 1973 , Lin and Bardsley 1977 , Makabe et a1 1983 , perturbation techniques involving non-vanishing field derivatives of mobility (Viehland et a1 1974) , moments methods (Viehland and Mason 1977) and the path integral methods (Skullerud and Kuhn 1983) , have dealt with the validity of equation (2) for similar as well as other mathematically more difficult interaction forces. In general, they arrive at the general conclusion that equation (2) is at least a good approximation for the mean ion energy, but considerable disharmony concerning the distribution of ion energies about their mean value still remains unresolved. For ions in like (monatomic) gases an additional resonant attraction with possible symmetric charge transfer of the ionic and neutral colliding particles has to be invoked. Such forces are characterised by a high constant collision cross section and spiralling orbits. While the simplest collision model varies from a constant mean free time at very low E / N to a constant mean free path at moderate and high E I N , some better approximations have also been advanced (e.g. Helm 1977) . At low E l N Massey and Mohr (1931) showed that the resonant attraction is so dominant that short-range repulsive forces become negligible. Over an extended range of E / N the drift velocity is generally found to vary linearly with E / N for low E I N , and tends towards a ( E / N)"* dependence as E / N increases (Varney 1952 (Varney , 1953 . Equation (2) remains valid provided the experimentally obtained value of ud is used (Albritton 1979) .
While the value for the average ion-neutral collision energy is quite settled, there has hitherto been little investigation on the distribution of energies about this mean. Symmetry effects are expected to drastically affect both the energy distribution and diffusion coefficient over a wide energy range (Skullerud 1973 ). The energy distribution of ions in like gases as a special class deserve special attention because:
(i) the collisions are almost entirely elastic or pseudo-elastic in which there is no apparent change in either the reactant particles or their total energy;
(ii) the ion-molecule pair have a unit mass ratio which is mathematically favourable for theoretical exploration:
(iii) statistically, a unit mass ratio also gives the fastest equilibration of energy between the colliding particles so that ion thermalisation occurs quickly. Thus, in a Monte-Carlo simulation it is necessary to discard only the first few ionic paths between collisions ;
(iv) since only monatomic ions and gases are involved, there is no additional complication from possible pre-or post-collision vibrational or rotational states of the collidants ;
(v) the overwhelming symmetry forces would reduce the significance of other complicated interaction forces.
For instance, combinations (i) to (iv) should ensure that the assumptions of Makabe et a1 (1983) in their Monte-Carlo simulation of the time evolution of ion transport are appropriate. Similar assumptions are made in the path integral method of Skullerud and Kuhn (1983) .
Notwithstanding the rich literature on theoretical work only scanty laboratory data on this experimentally difficult area are hitherto available. To our knowledge the only experimental measurements dedicated to the understanding of drift-tube ion energy distributions under dynamic ion-molecule equilibrium conditions were those made by Moruzzi and Harrison (1974) and Hasted and co-workers (Fhadil et a1 1982) .
In this paper we report the experimental measurements of velocity distributions of rare-gas ions drifting in their respective parent gases.
Experimental details
This experimental work represents a continuation of our previous investigation (Ong et a1 1981) . The previous experimental arrangement was modified for dedication to the above measurements. Construction details of the present apparatus have been reported (Hogan et a1 1984) and only important modifications not previously described will be reported here.
For rare-gas ion production the pre-drift quadrupole mass spectrometer ( Q M S I ) used in the previous apparatus is superfluous and has thus been eliminated. Preselection of ion species to participate in the drifting inside the drift tube would be necessary only if an analysis of inelastic collision processes occurring between the ions ahd the buffer gas or gas mixture is simultaneously desired (Ong and Hasted 1969) . However, the inclusion of this extra stage entails additional source-ion attenuation while those ions surviving the quadrupole radial field exit from it with a disturbingly large transverse velocity component. Consequently, it was difficult to effectively focus the (badly diffused) ion beam onto the entrance orifice of the drift tube without a corresponding increase in the ion axial velocity. A compromise had therefore to be made between working with a low signal or with a high ion injection energy into the drift tube which could result in insufficient energy equilibration unless the drift pressure was maintained high enough (Kosmider and Hasted 1975) . With the elimination of Q M s i in the present set-up it is possible to attain an increase in the ion count rate by more than 1000 times. The increase in attainable ion current is often so large that space-charge effects become significant and consequently data are taken with the ion current somewhat reduced from the maximum possible.
After general evaluation, the ion source and drift tube= regions are filled with the required gas at room temperature (297-300 K) to a preset pressure regulated by a servomechanical leak valve (figure 1). The pressure control system consists of an absolute reading capacitance transducer (Datametrics Type 590), a 44-digit manometer (Type 1400) and a valve controller (Type 1404). All the gases used were obtained from British Oxygen with the following stated purities: He, 99.998'/0, Ne, 99.999% ; and Ar, 99.999%. No further purification was found necessary.
The servo-valve system can control pressure fluctuations to less than 1 O/O of the set value. Ions generated by microwave discharge of the source gas effuse into the drift tube via an orifice of 0.65 mm diameter and drift down the tube under a steady electric field. An electrically floating orifice which assumes the potential of the adjacent plasma region is experimentally found to give the most stable ion supply. Inside the drift tube the ions equilibrate their energies with the neutral-gas molecules and quickly settle down to a definite energy distribution determined solely by the gas temperature, pressure and the applied electric field. A sample of the ions are allowed to exit freely through a knife-edged orifice of diameter 0.8 mm. The energies of the ions on exit are analysed by a modified retarding potential difference (RPD) system. The pair of grids G , and G, (figure 1) are included to provide a positive test for ion thermalisation. Thermalised ions would not be able to cross the grids when the electric field between them is reversed. It was from this test that space-charge effects due to excessive ion current were first detected and subsequently avoided.
A quadrupole mass spectrometer behind the RPD system selects only the appropriate ions for detection by a 90" off-axis channeltron multiplier. The displacement of the multiplier from the line of sight of the discharge almost entirely eliminates spurious counts due to long-lived metastable atoms originating from the microwave plasma. However, a small percentage (about YO) of stray uv photons passing through the drift exit orifice still manages to get into the detector system via multiple reflections from the quadrupole rods and the ion deflectors. To remove this residual effect we successfully tried a novel method of placing a tiny circular obstacle in the middle of the drift tube so as to eclipse the direct path of the uv rays from the drift exit orifice. The opaque metallic obstacle is kept at the appropriate potential to maintain a uniform drift electric field and is just large enough to block the uv photons without obstructing significantly the ionic motion.
The greatly increased dimensions of the drift tube (26.3 cm length and 13.2 cm internal diameter of guard rings) tqgether with the present ideal unit ion-neutral mass ratio, which is conducive to rapid equipartition of energy, permits the pressure inside the drift chamber to be reduced to as low as 0.002 Torr while still maintaining adequate thermalisation of the ions. A low drift pressure is desirable here to minimise a spurious velocity component arising from the bulk gas flow through the drift exit orifice (Fhadil et a1 1982) . A low gas pressure also ensures that the mean free path of ions is much higher than the diameter of the exit orifice, so that ions exiting through the orifice are unlikely to make any collision during this transit.
At the drift-ion entrance orifice the ion current density is more than lops A cmp2, but after diffusive spreading in the drift tube the density is reduced to less than A cm-' at the exit orifice. At this value no appreciable space-charge effect occurs. The standard RPD system used previously (Ong et al 1981) has also been modified. The middle electrode of the triple-aperture Einzel lens is now replaced by a cylindrical focusing electrode with a finite length of 1.2 cm (see figure 2) . Since electrostatic forces are conservative, any electric potential on this intermediate electrode has no effect on the energy analysis. In the previous arrangement, the lens system was made as short as possible to reduce discriminatory defocusing effect between low and high energy ions. However, such a short lens could only focus ions moving in the near paraxial direction onto the quadrupole entrance aperture for eventual detection. Ions whose initial velocities were inclined by even a moderately small angle (about 5") could not be focused well within the short and thin lens. As a result we could only sample ions travelling essentially in the axial direction.
By having an extended focusing electrode the present system allows for ions moving over an appreciably wider solid angle (up to 14" vertex angle or 0.15 sr) to be focused. The attendant increase in spherical aberration resulting from the greater angular coverage does result in a spreading of the image focal point at the entrance to the quadrupole head. The size of this spread varies with ion energy. However, under the present working conditions, it is found to be much smaller than the acceptance aperture of the new quadrupole head which has a wider field radius (3.45 mm as compared with 2.5 mm previously). Thus the lens aberration has little consequential effect on the ion collection. Virtually all the ions that survive the retarding electrode V , , would be detected regardless of their energy. Total detection is further ensured by biasing the quadrupole field axis at a sufficiently high attractive potential V, (typically -100 V). The insensitivity of ion collection to V, as long as it is high enough provides confirmation of little ion optical effect. Of course a higher quadrupole field bias implies that ions spend a shorter time traversing the quadrupole analyser, but the improved quality of our new quadrupole system (Balzers Model QMS 150) provides more than sufficient resolution even with increased ion axial velocity. The present RPD electrode assembly thus eliminates ion energy discriminatory effects by purposeful design rather than by minimising its occurrence as was the case in the old system.
Ion current collection and analysis
Data collection is made with a multichannel analyser (Canberra MCA model 30) set on multichannel scaling mode. A repetitive linear ramp voltage is fed synchronously to the retarding grid of the RPD system and to the multichannel sweep trigger. Typically, the range of the retarding potential is divided into up to 5 11 equal intervals with each interval corresponding to a definite MCA channel. Ions surviving the linearly varying retarding potential are detected by a channeltron and counted by the MCA. Data are accumulated over many ramp sweeps to average out occasional noise bursts. An Apple I1 Plus microcomputer system is interfaced with the MCA to receive and process the data directly. Both the fourth difference and the Fourier method of data smoothing have been applied and it is found that the latter yields a smoother trend with less side effects. The fourth difference method is particularly vulnerable to localised noise bursts and is inherently inaccurate at the data end-points. The Fourier method, being an integral method, takes up more computer time but it correctly places greater emphasis on the overall trend and subdues noise fluctuations of data points in the immediate neighbourhood. Finally, the fourth difference method is employed to obtain the differentiation of the smoothened curve to yield the required ion velocity distribution curve.
Results and discussion
Only singly-ionised atoms are observed in our drift tube. Molecular ions of the type He:, Ne: and Ar: are not found because the drift pressures used are too low for three-body reactions to occur appreciably. Hence neither ion clusters nor doublyionised molecular ions such as He:+, Ne:+ and AT:+, which may be mistaken for singly-ionised atoms by the mass spectrometer, are expected.
The measurements are found to be reproducible within a defined error limit for different drift-gas pressures but the same E / N For the high ion velocity range of the curve the experimental error is conservatively estimated at about 5%. However, this error tends to rise to about 25% for the low velocity region partly because the distribution curve there changes much more rapidly and is hence less conducive to data smoothing procedures.
A possible criticism of previous measurements using short drift tubes (e.g. Khatri 1984 ) is that they neglect the effects of transport processes at both the drift anode and cathode, such as ion absorption and reflection, on the longitude-dependent distribution function, f( d, v), at the drift exit. The large trans-drift distance, d, of the present drift tube should ensure that f( d, v ) approaches the free-space value f( v ) which is independent of anode processes. However, since neither the absorption nor the reflection coefficient of ions at the cathode is known, no correction for cathode processes is made.
The present RPD system collects only the ion current, Z, effusing out of the drift exit within the acceptance angle 6 = 14" (figure 2). Writing cos 0 = 1 introduces an error of less than 3% and, assuming that the current density, J, over the aperture area A S of cone e is fairly uniform, we obtain I = J,, J . d S = J,AS. We define dJ,( v,) and dn,(vz) respectively as the contribution to J, and the concentration ni of ions having z-component velocities between vz and 0, + dv,. Then
Similar definitions are used for dJ,( 8,) and dZ( gZ), Thus dJ,( g7) = eniv,g( g 2 ) d8,.
Here, the velocity and energy distribution functions, f ( v,) and g( g 2 ) , are related by
Experimentally, we obtain
. (6) Hence the slope of the collection current curve J 2 ( g Z ) against retardation energy 8, is directly proportional to the velocity distribution curve.
Both the velocity and energy distribution functions referred to here pertain to the overall functions for all ions having transverse velocity component v, smaller than uz tan 8. In general, assuming azimuthal symmetry, where h(v,, U,) is the velocity distribution function pertaining to ions having specific v, and v, components. If the acceptance angle 8 is sufficiently small so that
then and it would be possible to deduce the strictly axial velocity distribution function h(v,, ut= 0) from f ( v , ) . However, since it is difficult to ascertain in our experiment whether the approximation in equation (8) holds, we present our results in the form o f f ( uz). This form conforms to the presentation of earlier experimental results (e.g. Khatri 1984) . Figures 3-5 show the results of the velocity distributions for He+, Net and Art ions drifting in their respective parent gas under various reduced field conditions. For easy comparison the corresponding Maxwellian distribution functions are also included. Since the RMS ion velocity 6, is the central point of the distribution curve it is appropriate to fit in each case the equivalent ion temperature T, of the Maxwellian curve so that it results in the same RMS value as the corresponding experimental curve. The height of the Maxwellian curve is also normalised to give the same integrated area. The RMS ion velocity derived from Wannier's equation, Cw, using the experimentally obtained values of u d (Helm 1977 , Hegerberg et a1 1982 is also indicated on the graph. is often smaller than the experimental RMS velocity CeXpt it is helpful to consider a plot of a velocity distribution function in velocity space (Makabe et a1 1981) . The ion optics of our apparatus necessarily detects only ions emerging from the drift tube with paths that lie within a small solid angle centred on the central axis. Because of the anisotropic velocity distribution in the laboratory frame of reference, ions moving in or close to the positive z direction are on the average faster than those moving in all other directions. Since these ions are selectively detected experimentally, Cexpt must be greater than Cw which is averaged over all ions regardless of their directions of motion. Only in the limits of very small or very large drift electric field will Cexpt approach Cw (Hogan and Ong 1985) .
Examination of the various distribution functions reveals a number of interesting features. All the distribution curves are smooth and have only a single maximum. In contrast to the results of Fhadil et al (1982) more than one ionic species is observed. Our 90" off-axis channeltron effectively eliminates all metastable atoms, although long-lived metastable ions may still be deflected and find their way to the channeltron and distort the distribution functions obtained. It is known that the microwave discharge source can produce a significant percentage of excited ions, while at the same time the symmetric monatomic buffer-gas atoms offer very few channels for collisional de-excitation. A qualitative test on the significance of metastable ions is made by varying the operating parameters of the microwave ion source. Since the results obtained remain unchanged we conclude that the contribution from metastable ions is negligible. It is probable that the minute traces of impurities in the buffer gas act as a very efficient quencher of excited ions. Thus only singly-ionised ground-state ions are measured.
For all ions studied the peak of the experimental curve is in general wider, shallower and shifted towards the low velocity end in comparison with the corresponding Maxwellian. This relative shift becomes more pronounced as E / N increases. The asymmetry of the distribution about the peak becomes greater with increasing reduced field. The deviation from the Maxwellian distribution also increases with increasing E / N . The high velocity tail is generally more enhanced than the Maxwellian as is consistent with previous measurements (Naveed-Ullah et a1 1978 , Ong et al 1981 , Fhadil et al 1982 .
Conclusion
The experimental results reported in this paper should offer a set of sufficiently reliable data to test different variations of the mathematical solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation and Monte-Carlo simulation methods. Unfortunately the present set-up permits only measurements of ions moving close to the electric field direction. Although this makes a direct comparison of the results with Wannier's equation difficult, it should be possible to calculate theoretically the equivalent Wannier v"= and the corresponding f( U,) for a direct comparison. The alternative, which would be extremely difficult at present, is to measure experimentally the RMS velocity of drifting ions in all directions in order to compare v " , , , , with v " , directly.
With the present results it should now be possible to make some correction to reaction rates between molecules and rare-gas ions obtained by electric-field-induced swarm techniques, such as the s1FD.r method where ions are not in thermodynamic equilibrium, to their equivalent values under more appropriate thermodynamic conditions. The corresponding cross section data may also be deduced more precisely.
Of the two terms for gW in equation ( 2 ) only the drift velocity term is varied in this experiment. It would be desirable to test also the effects of a variation of the temperature term. The present apparatus would be modified to accommodate temperature variations from liquid nitrogen temperature to about 450 K.
